independently of c. Our method improves considerably on the bound of [4] , but its most interesting feature is it's extendability to the case that T' and $2' are each finite unions of intervals.
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Preliminaries. We consider the Hilbert space L\-», ») with the usual definition of the scalar product if,g)=J[fit)gÏÏ)dt, and denote by Fia) the Fourier transform of fit) G L2, F(u) = (2tt)-1/2 f fit)e-udt. If S is an open subset of the real line, we single out two subspaces of L2: &iS) = {fEL2\fit) = 0, t£S\, MS) = {feL2\Fiu) = 0, o>£S}.
If S is a bounded set, and / G -&ÍS), writing fit) as the inverse transform of //(w) exhibits / as the restriction to the reals of an entire function fit + iu) of exponential type. If ||/|| = 1, Schwarz's inequality and Parseval's theorem applied to this representation show that fit + iu) is bounded in any given horizontal strip, by a constant depending only on the strip.
2$iS) and ^(S) are closed, since the Fourier transform preserves the norm. Let Ds and Bs denote the orthogonal projection operators of L2 onto 2>iS) and <^(S) respectively; their concrete representation is Dsfit) = xsit)fit), Bgfit) = i2ir)-1/2f\si*)Fia,)e'"tdo>, 
Jxes'
Results.
Theorem 1. Let P and Q be intervals of lengths W and T respectively, and let c = WT/2ir. Let X0, Xb • • • be the eigenvalues of BpDqBp, arranged in nonincreasing order. Then \t]+y è -6.
Proof. By a change of scale on the sets P and Q which does not alter c or the eigenvalues X, we may normalize the problem so that W = 2w, T = c, P coincides with | u>| < w and Q with -1/2 < t < c -1/2. To simplify notation we henceforth drop the subscripts on BP and Dq.
The Weyl-Courant lemma [5, p. 238] Furthermore || /||2 ^ || B/||2, with equality equivalent to /=B/, that is to fE&iP).
Consequently we may rewrite (1) as II Df\\2
Let hit) EL2 vanish for \t\ 2ï 1/2 and let its Fourier transform Hiw) satisfy (3) |H(«)|èl, l^f.
Now given / E 38iP), we consider the function
whose Fourier transform is Fiw)Hiw). Since ÍE3SÍP), the function Fiw)
vanishes for | to | ^ w, and Hioi) is bounded, so that //(to) //(to) G L2( -it, t). Let ak be the ( -&) Then, as in (5), (6) , and (9) as) i/rs'ËW, Proof. The spectra of BDB and DBD are identical. For if BDB<f> = \B<¡>, we apply D to both sides and use the idempotency of D to obtain DBDiDB<p) = XiDBd}), and conversely. Consequently, in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2, the roles of t and to are interchangeable. We may accordingly suppose that P consists of a single interval, which we normalize as before to coincide with | to | < -a, whereupon Q becomes the union of m disjoint intervals of total measure c. Let NiQ) and N'iQ) be as in Lemma 1. We may now in the proof of Theorem 1 replace Corollary 1 is established. Theorem 3. Let P and Q be unions of p and q disjoint intervals of total measure W and T respectively. Let c and A" be defined as in Theorem 1. Then |c]+2p9 = J<1, where J is a constant depending only on P isuitably normalized) but not on Q.
Proof. We may again suppose W = 2ir and T = c, since this may always be achieved by a change of scale on the sets P and Q which does not alter c, p, q or the eigenvalues X", and we drop the subscripts of BP and Dq. Let us denote by ox, ••■,ap the disjoint intervals comprising P, let 2*lN be the length of aN, and xjv(">) be its characteristic function. Let hNit) be a function of L2 which vanishes for | i| ^ l/2lN and whose Fourier transform HNiw) satisfies
with « = {32p2-|-16Xív[1/¿jv]}~12. Such an hNit) exists, since xnM is continuous on P, and Fourier transforms of functions vanishing outside any fixed interval are uniformly dense in continuous functions on any compact set. Let 7n = || hN\\2.
As in Theorem l, we will base our proof on the Weyl-Courant lemma, which asserts that Now, again by Lemma 1, the number of points k/lN for which the interval \t -k/lN\ < 1/2/jv intersects Q does not exceed [clN] + 2q. As in Theorem 1, we will require /(f) to be orthogonal to the function hNik/lN -0 for each such k/lN; by (20) this is equivalent to the vanishing of gNik/lN). Thus by imposing no more than [clN] + 2q orthogonality conditions on /, the sum on the left-hand side of (23) is extended over only those k for which the interval 11 -k/lN\ < l/2lN lies entirely outside Q, so that by (25) Proof. We normalize P to have measure 2ir, as in Theorem 3, and let on, In, f, xnÍw), hNit), yN, and J be as defined there. As in Theorem 2, we will base our proof on the modification of the Weyl-Courant lemma which asserts that vu* x > inf «D/ll2
where S is a subspace of dimension at least [c] -2pq -f 1. For each N = 1, • • -,p we let IiN) be the set of integers k for which the interval |i -k/lN\ < l/2lN is contained in Q, and we define S as the subspace generated by those members of 48iP) whose Fourier transforms are the functions xiv(<<>)(2ir¿Aí)~1/2exp( -iwk/lN) with kEHN).
By Lemma 1, applied with a change of scale, the number of integers in IiN) exceeds clN -2q, so that the total number of generators exceeds ^^=1(cZjv -2q) = c -2pq and, being an integer, is no smaller than [c] -2pq + 1. Since the generators form an orthonormal set, the dimension of S is at least Introducing the functions gNix) of (20) and RNia) of (22) Lemma 2. Ler P be any fixed set of measure 2w, and Qk be a sequence of sets, each the union of q intervals, and of total measure ck-» °°. Then the number of eigenvalues of BpDq,Bp contained in any fixed subinterval of the unit interval cannot remain bounded as A -> oe.
Proof. To simplify notation we will write B and Dk instead of BP and Dqk, respectively.
M. Rosenblum has shown [to appear] that the Wiener-Hopf operator Af = (2ir) ~ll2fa hit -x)fix) dx, í ^ 0, on L2(0, ») may be taken into a Toeplitz transformation by a unitary mapping. If the Fourier transform Hiùi) of hit) is bounded, the spectrum of A may then be determined by the results of [l] . In particular, when B(o>) is real, this method shows the spectrum of A to consist of all numbers between ess sup B(o>) and ess inf Bfo). I am indebted to H. Widom for suggesting this argument, on which our proof will be based.
Letting S be the set í ^ 0, D be the projection Ds, and B(o>) be the characteristic function of P, the operator DBD coincides with A. Thus the spectrum of DBD consists of all 0 ^ X ^ 1.
We now show that DBD and BDB have the same spectra. For by definition, if 0 < X < 1 is not in the spectrum of BDB, the operator BDB -XB has an inverse bounded by some M. Then from the equation DBDf -XDf = g, using the idempotency of projections and their boundedness, we obtain IM \\Df\\ -\\g\\ = |XB/ + Ä| = \\DBDfW z% IBB/I = || iBDB-XB) -lBg\\ iM\\g\\.
But since Df = iDBD -XD) ^g, this shows DBD -XD to have an inverse bounded by (M + 1) /1X |, contradicting the fact that X is in the spectrum of DBD. Since the spectrum of BDB is a closed subset of the unit interval, it consists of all 0 ^ X ^ 1.
Next let Tiik), i = 1, ••-,q be the (¿)th interval of Qk, counted from the left. Let r be the least integer for which the length of Tr(A) becomes unbounded as A->oo; 1 z% r z%q, since by assumption ck -> oe. Because the eigenvalues of BDkB are not affected by a translation of Qk, we may suppose that the left-hand endpoint of 77(A) coincides with the origin. By choosing a suitable subsequence of the sets Qk, we may also suppose that each t¿(&) , ¿ < r, converges to a limit (possibly to infinity). Let S' be the set of all points on -oe < t < 0 which are limits of points in t¿(A) , ¿ < r, and let D' denote the projection D&. Then for any fixed <f> E L2, e^ZkH^'-M^inïl^-M2^-*)2-i '
Choosing t sufficiently small, we conclude that every neighborhood of A will contain an eigenvalue of BDkB for all k > k0.
To complete the proof of the lemma, given any subinterval / of the unit interval, and any integer N, we divide / into N disjoint subintervals. By the above, each of these subintervals will contain an eigenvalue of BDkB for all k sufficiently large. Thus the number of eigenvalues of BDkB contained in / cannot remain bounded as k-><*>. Lemma 2 is established. where Jx is a constant depending on P isuitably normalized), q, and N, but not on Q.
or ^(i) = 0, t G /• The analyticity of tit) then implies *(f) m 0. On the other hand, let 0 < t < a be the limit interval of t(A) . Since the functionŝ (*'(r) are uniformly bounded, (45) implies a^O, and ck< C implies a < C. We may then again apply (46) on the finite interval 0 ^ t ^ a to conclude y¿°|^(í)|2> l/2<7, whence tit) ^0, and we have reached a contradiction. Corollary 2 is established. where J2 is a constant depending on P isuitably normalized), q, and N, but not on Q.
Proof. The restriction c ^ 1 is necessary, since as c -> 0 every eigenvalue approaches 0. As in the proof of Corollary 2, we will argue by contradiction. Accordingly, let us suppose that for a given P, normalized as in Theorem 3 to have measure 2ir, there exists a sequence of sets Sk, each the union of q intervals and of total measure ck, for which \[Ck¡+N->0. To simplify notation, we denote the projections BP and DSk by B and Dk respectively, and the eigenvalue \[Ch¡+N of BDkB by A*.
By Theorem 4, \[Ck\-2pq = J' > 0, and we are assuming A* ->0. Thus for all k sufficiently large, the interval J'/2 i£ x ^ J' will contain no more than 2p<7 + N eigenvalues of BDkB. By Lemma 2, the measures ck of Sk must 
